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Abstract: Despite the impressive growth and size of super-computers, the computational power
they provide still cannot match the demand. Efficient and fair resource allocation is a critical task.
Super-computers use Resource and Job Management Systems to schedule applications, which is
generally done by relying on generic index policies such as First Come First Served and Short-
est Processing time First in combination with Backfilling strategies. Unfortunately, such generic
policies often fail to exploit specific characteristics of real workloads. In this work, we focus on
improving the performance of online schedulers. We study mixed policies, which are created by
combining multiple job characteristics in a weighted linear expression, as opposed to classical pure
policies which use only a single characteristic. This larger class of scheduling policies aims at
providing more flexibility and adaptability. We use space coverage and black-box optimization
techniques to explore this new space of mixed policies and we study how can they adapt to the
changes in the workload. We perform an extensive experimental campaign through which we show
that (1) even the best pure policy is far from optimal and that (2) using a carefully tuned mixed
policy would allow to significantly improve the performance of the system. (3) We also provide
empirical evidence that there is no one size fits all policy, by showing that the rapid workload
evolution seems to prevent classical online learning algorithms from being effective.
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Adaptation de "Batch Scheduling" aux caractéristiques de la charge
de travail: que pouvons-nous attendre de l’apprentissage en ligne?

Résumé : Malgré la croissance impressionnante et la taille des super-ordinateurs, le la puissance de
calcul qu’ils fournissent ne peut toujours pas correspondre à la demande. Une allocation efficace et juste des
ressources est essentielle tâche. Les super-ordinateurs utilisent des systèmes de gestion des ressources et des
tâches pour programmer les applications, ce qui est généralement fait en s?appuyant sur des politiques d’index
telles que First Come First Served et Shortest Temps de traitement D’abord en combinaison avec les stratégies
de remblayage. Malheureusement, ces politiques génériques échouent souvent exploiter les caractéristiques
spécifiques des charges de travail réelles. Dans ce travail, nous nous concentrons sur l’amélioration des
performances des ordonnanceurs en ligne. Nous étudions des stratégies mixtes, créées en combinant plusieurs
tâches caractéristiques dans une expression linéaire pondérée, par opposition à les politiques pures classiques
qui n’utilisent qu’une seule caractéristique. Ce une plus grande classe de politiques de planification vise à
offrir plus de flexibilité et adaptabilité. Nous utilisons la couverture d’espace et l’optimisation de la boîte
noire techniques pour explorer ce nouvel espace de politiques mixtes et nous étudions Comment peuvent-ils
s’adapter aux changements de la charge de travail? Nous réalisons une vaste campagne expérimentale à
travers laquelle nous montrons que (1) même la meilleure politique pure est loin d?être optimale et que (2)
l?utilisation d?une politique mixte soigneusement adaptée permettrait de améliorer de manière significative
les performances du système. (3) nous aussi fournir des preuves empiriques qu’il n’y a pas de politique
uniforme, en montrant que l’évolution rapide de la charge de travail semble empêcher algorithmes classiques
d’apprentissage en ligne d’être efficaces.

Mots-clés : Pas de motclef
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1 Introduction

The number of applications that require the usage of super-computers is increasing rapidly. Hardware
producers, despite their best efforts, are simply unable to match this ever-growing demand. As a result, we
have today a large number of applications competing for limited resources. Thus, ordering the jobs in a way
that guarantees maximum efficiency and fairness is more crucial than ever.

Super-computers rely on Resources and Job Management Systems (RJMS), for monitoring and control.
A major part of any RJMS is the job scheduler, whose main task is to decide in which order the jobs will be
executed. However, taking the right decision is a complex problem that requires considering a large number
of factors. Some of which are clear and visible but most are not. In the face of such growing complexity, many
system administrators opt for the “simple” answer: use simple dispatching rules that are based on intuition
and that offer certain guarantees, e.g First Come First Served (FCFS) to prevent starvation or Shortest
processing time First (SPF) because it favors interactivity. However, they are far from optimal and many
studies [1–3] show that there is still room for software optimization. A common practice for RJMS is to keep
execution logs that detail the history of the platform; the characteristics of the submitted jobs, their arrival
times and other important information. In this work, we explore the possibility of employing this historical
data to adapt to future workload using more flexible scheduling policies. We base our experiments on
EASY [4], which is one of the most popular backfilling schemes, and we propose a data-driven experimental
campaign through which we exploit real execution traces in the form of logs extracted from the parallel
workload archives [5]. First, we show the limits of simple, index policies. Then, we propose a new class of
policies, which we call “Mixed policies”. Using this class we prove that simple policies are far from optimal
and that under the correct conditions, we can obtain significant gains.

• We show that simple scheduling policies used in the scientific literature and in industrial applications
like FCFS and SPF are far from optimal and that Smallest Area First (SAF), another simple policy,
performs better overall.

• We also prove that it is possible to generate policies that significantly outperform these pure policies
by mixing job features like the estimate processing time, the required resource, and the waiting time
in a simple weighted linear combination.

• We present a mapping of the space of possible policies through which we show that the evolution of the
workload through time is very chaotic, which prevents online learning algorithms from being effective.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the context under which the ex-
perimental campaign was performed. In Section 3 we provide a background on the works done to improve the
performance of EASY and aggressive backfilling, and the works that implement machine learning techniques
to improve the performance of schedulers in general. Sections 4 and 5 respectively define the index policies
and the methodology that was used throughout the work. In Section 6 we compare a set of pure policies,
and in Section 7 we present and test the proposed method to obtain mixed scheduling policies. Finally, we
give some concluding remarks and an open discussion in Section 12.

2 Context

A scheduler uses a scheduling heuristic to order the jobs in an execution queue and a metric, also called
objective, to measure the quality of the scheduling method.

2.1 Jobs

We consider an online scheduling model, where the jobs arrive at different times unknown in advance.
The information available about the job upon its arrival are: the requested resource (number requested
processors), the requested processing time also called the estimated processing time (an estimation/upper
limit of the processing time given by the user) and the arrival time itself. The scheduler chooses one or more
of the waiting jobs to execute at each time-step. The jobs cannot be preempted.
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2.2 Scheduling heuristic: EASY-backfilling
Scheduling is the process of selecting the order in which the jobs will be executed. One of the most popular
techniques used to perform such task is the backfilling algorithm [4]. Backfilling works by finding holes in
the scheduling Gantt chart and moving forward smaller jobs to fill these holes.

EASY is a scheduling algorithm that uses a queue to select and backfill jobs. Algorithm 1 recalls how it
works. At any time a scheduling decision is required (i.e. job submission or termination), the scheduler goes
through the job queue in a primary order predetermined by the selected index policy and starts them until
it encounters a job that cannot be started immediately. At this point, the scheduler makes a reservation for
this particular job which ensures that it will not be delayed from its initial position. Then, it goes through
the rest of the job queue in a backfilling order and execute any jobs as long as it does not delay the unique
reservation mentioned earlier. This is known as backfilling. One of the most popular variations of the EASY
algorithm is EASY-FCFS-FCFS where the jobs are ordered and backfilled by their arrival time.

All the comparisons and the techniques in the remainder of this paper are applied to the primary queue
and the backfilling policy to fixed to SPF. We chose this setting because in [2], Lelong et al. showed that
reordering the primary queue is more beneficial than simply reordering the backfilling queue and in [6], The
authors showed that SPF is a good policy for backfilling.

Algorithm 1: EASY Algorithm
Input : Queue Q of waiting jobs sorted by increasing submission times.
Output: NONE
Order primary queue according to an index policy

1 for job j in Q do
2 if j can be started then
3 Start j
4 Remove j from Q

5 else
6 Reserve j at the earliest possible time according to the estimated running times of the

currently running jobs.
7 break
8 end
9 end
Backfill according to SPF

10 L = Q - [reserved job]
11 Order L according to SPF
12 while L not empty do
13 Start all the jobs that can be backfilled without delaying the reservation from Q
14 end

2.3 Metric
Throughout this paper we use the bounded slowdown (BSLD) metric as it is accepted as one of the most
popular one metrics to measure the performance of scheduling heuristics [7]. The bounded slowdown of a
job j is defined as follows:

BSLDj = max

(
waitj + pj
max(pj , τ)

, 1

)
, (1)

where waitj and pj are respectively the waiting time and the processing time of job j. τ is a constant that
prevents the slowdown of smaller jobs from exploding. We set τ to 10 seconds for the experiments.
For this paper, we focus on the average BSLD for all the jobs over a period of time. The average BSLD of
n jobs is computed in the following way:

averageBSLD =
1

n

n∑
j=1

BSLDj (2)

Inria
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It is worth noting however that our work does not particularly depend on our choice of metric. The
average BSLD could be replaced by any objective function or metric the user seeks to optimize.

3 Related work

A great amount of research has been devoted to improving the performance of EASY. Most are based on
the idea of manipulating the main and/or the backfilling queues. In [8] Perkovic et al. proposed the use of
speculative backfilling to counter the almost systematic overestimation of the execution time of submitted
jobs. However, these works do not address dependencies between the workload and the objectives [9]. The
dynP scheduler [2] offers an online approach to tune EASY queue. dynP requires the full simulated schedule
for each of the candidate policies in every scheduling step, which makes the scheduling cost much higher
than simple EASY. Several works attempted to use machine learning techniques to predict and enhance HPC
systems performance. In [10] Papadopoulou et al. developed an approach to predict the communication cost.
They constructed a set of descriptive metrics and used a multiple variable regression model. Their approach
proved to be successful in predicting and subsequently controlling the cost of communication.
Many researchers focused on predicting the running time of jobs as a mean to take better scheduling decisions.
In [11] Duan et al. proposes a hybrid Bayesian-neural network approach to model and predict the run times
of scientific application. It requires a detailed analysis of the system and the jobs. It also incorporates expert
domain knowledge. The most relevant work that uses running time predictions is the EASY++ algorithm
presented in [1], where Tsafrir et al. used a history-based system generated predictions of jobs lengths to
backfill instead of user estimations. This method proved to be quite successful despite its relative simplicity.
This work was followed by Gaussier et al. [3] where they used a machine learning technique to obtain even
better predictions. In [12] a framework was proposed to automatically detect and diagnose performance
anomalies in HPC systems.

Perhaps the most comparable works to the one presented in this paper are [13] and [14]. In [13], the
authors developed DeepRM, a multi-resource cluster scheduler that uses deep reinforcement learning to
solve the problem of packing with multiple resource demands. In [14] Carastan-Santos and Camargo used
synthetic workloads to create general heuristics that improve the slowdown metric. They combined the basic
job characteristics in a non-linear function and they used linear regression to devise new heuristics. Both [13]
and [14] rely on synthetic data to train their approach.

4 Index policies

We study two distinct types of index policies in this work, namely pure and mixed policies. Both types are
based on job characteristics.

4.1 Job characteristics

We use the following job characteristics during the experimental campaign:

• qj : (requested resources) the number of processors the user requested.

• p̃j : (requested/estimated processing time) the estimated processing time provided by the user, it also
serves as an upper limit to the time the job is allowed to run. The actual processing time pj can only
be obtained after the execution of the job.

• waitj : (waiting time) How long a job j spent in the waiting queue:
waitj = current_time− submission_timej

• ρj : (estimated ratio) p̃j

qj
.

• aj : (estimated area j) p̃jqj .

RR n° 9212
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• expj : (estimated expansion Factor) waitj+p̃j

p̃j
: the ratio of the total time a job is expected to stay in

the system (waiting time plus estimates processing time) normalized by its estimated processing time.
This characteristic is rather special since it reflects the estimated value of the objective function. It is
expected to be a good or at least an important strategy. But it is unknown how it will perform at this
point since it does not account for qj .

4.2 Pure policies

With each of the six aforementioned job characteristics, we construct two scheduling policies: one that
prioritizes the lowest score given by the characteristic and another the highest. So we have the following 12
pure policies:

• FCFS: First Come First Served

• LCFS: Last Come First Served

• SPF: Smallest estimated Processing time First

• LPF: longest estimated Processing time First

• SQF: Smallest Resource Requirement First

• LQF: Largest Resource Requirement First

• SAF: Smallest estimated area First

• LAF: Largest estimated area First

• LEXP: Largest estimated expansion Factor First

• SEXP: Smallest estimated expansion Factor First

• LRF: Largest estimated ratio First

• SRF: Smallest estimated ratio First

In this work, we only focus on these 12 pure policies. Many others were not included. Our aim is not to
do an exhaustive review of all the policies in the literature but to illustrate certain characteristics of generic
scheduling policies.

4.3 Mixed policies

We now introduce the concept of mixed policies and the method we use to construct them. A job j is
characterized by a feature vector xj = (qj , p̃j , waitj , ρj , expj , aj).
At each scheduling decision, we define the score of any job j using Equation (3).

score(w, xj) = wTxj w ∈ Rn (3)

where w is the weight vector of the mixed policy: each feature xi has a corresponding weight wi. These
weights are what determine how the mixed policy behaves.
The scoring function is scale-invariant; the order given by score(λw, xj) is the same as the order given by
score(w, xj) for all λ > 0. Hence, we normalize w and impose that ||w||1 = 1. This constraint reduces the
size of the search space and stabilizes the learning process (which will be explained in detail in Section 8.1).
Every pure policy corresponds to a vertex of the polytope ||w||1 = 1. E.g. FCFS corresponds to (0,0,1,0,0,0).

Mixed policies are an alternative method to model the scheduling problem. We move from a discrete
optimization to a continuous optimization problem. We construct a search space that is small in size and
instead of finding the best ordering of n independent jobs we intend to find the best weight for i features
where i is much smaller than n.

Inria
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Trace #CPU #Duratiobn #jobs avg job duration avg job size
KTH-SP2 100 11 Months 27670 8579 8
CTC-SP2 338 11 Months 68687 9807 10
SDSC-SP2 128 24 Months 49809 6318 12
SDSC-BLUE 1,152 32 Months 208716 3184 40

Table 1: Workloads

5 Experimental methodology

We tried to be as transparent as possible and to make our work reproducible [15]. We provide a snapshot of
the workflow we used throughout this work as a link to a git repository1, which includes a nix [16] file that
describes all the dependencies and four R notebooks that allow regenerating all the figures.

We make several simplifying assumptions about the platform. We discard all topological information
related to the platforms that generated the traces. We do not take into account the topology of the cluster
and we treat it as a single collection of homogeneous resources where all processors are considered indistin-
guishable from each other and the cost of communication is considered non-existent.

In this work, we replace the RJMS with a lightweight simulator. So we have:

averageBSLD =
1

n

n∑
j=1

F (xj ,w), (4)

where w represents the weight of the index policy, and F represents the simulator that will take all the jobs,
execute them, and return the value of BLSD of each job.

5.1 workload and platform

data The goal is to improve scheduling performance using information extracted from job characteristics.
For this reason, we choose real-world traces (from the parallel workload archives [5]) instead of artificially
generated data. Table 1 outlines the workload used throughout the experimental campaign.
For every trace, we ignore the first period since it generally corresponds to a benchmarking/testing phase
and is not representative of the true workload of the system. Then, we split the trace on a weekly basis and
remove the jobs that start in one week and finish in another.

5.2 Starvation

Starvation occurs when a job is denied the resources necessary for its execution for a very long (possibly
unbounded) period of time. EASY, as defined in section 2.2, has a risk of causing some jobs to starve. (e.g
using SPF to order the primary queue may cause longer jobs to starve). The popularity of FCFS in RJMS
steams mainly from its natural ability to prevent starvation.

To avoid starvation, we rely on a simple but effective thresholding mechanism. When the waiting time of
a job exceeds a certain value, it is moved to the head of the queue immediately regardless of the scheduling
heuristics in play.
When fixing a threshold several factors needs to be taken into consideration (the size of the machine, the size
of the jobs...). Choosing a very low value limits the scheduling policy and forces the system to a quasi-FCFS
regime. A high threshold grants the scheduling policy a lot of freedom but low priority jobs risk starvation.
In this work, the threshold is fixed at 200000 seconds which roughly translates to 2,31 days [2].
The choice of the thresholding value is explained in detail in Section 10.

1https://gitlab.inria.fr/szrigui/mixed-policies
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(a) SDSC-SP2
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(b) SDSC-BLUE
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(c) CTC-SP2
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(d) KTH-SP2

Figure 1: Distribution of the weekly average bounded slowdown of pure policies for the 4 traces. The policies
are sorted in an increasing order by the mean of the weekly average bounded slowdown for all the weeks.
The three most efficient policies are highlighted.

6 Performance evaluation of pure policies

6.1 Comparison

We compare the pure policies presented in Section 4 using the traces from Table 1. We consider 45 consecutive
weeks from CTC-SP2 and KTH-SP2 and 100 consecutive weeks from SDSC-SP2 and SDSC-BLUE, and we
simulate the execution of all the policies for each week and measure the weekly average BSLD given in
Equation (1).
Figure (1) illustrates the performance for all the 4 traces. The order of the policies with regard to performance
changes between the traces. In general, the policies that prioritize shorter jobs, namely SAF and SPF and
LEXP, are better for the average BSLD. SAF comes on top for all the tested traces followed by SPF and
LEXP.

As expected, FCFS is not a good policy for minimizing the average BSLD. Although its exact position
changes between traces, it always ranks among the worst policies.
Interestingly, LEXP, the policy that represents the estimate of the very metric we are trying to optimize,
is not the top policy, which indicates the importance of considering the amount of required resources when
taking a scheduling decision.

The good performance of SAF, SPF, and LEXP can be explained by the fact that the slowdown of a job
is proportional to its length. Longer jobs can wait for a longer time without having their slowdown grow
drastically. The slowdown of shorter jobs, however, increases very fast the longer they wait.

6.2 The one size fits all policy?

From the previous comparison, we can notice that SAF is overall better than all the other tested policies to
optimize the average BLSD. It gives the lowest mean on an aggregation of weeks and its outliers are not as
extreme as other policies.
Figure 2 illustrates a more detailed comparison between SAF and the other policies on a given workload. We
compare the average BSLD of SAF with the average BSLD of the best pure policy for every week individu-
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Figure 2: Comparing SAF, the best pure policy on average, with the best pure policy for every week for the
SDSC-SP2 trace.

ally. As expected, SAF performs well for most weeks. It is either the best policy or very close to the best.
However, we can spot many weeks where another pure policy performs better than SAF by a significant
margin (e.g. 38, 44, 56, and 85 ). Regardless of which policy outperformed SAF, the observation is the same;
SAF is good overall but it remains far from the optimal in many cases.

To make the reading and the analysis easier and to avoid redundancy, all the experiments in the following
sections are done using a single trace: SDSC-SP2.

7 Scheduling using mixed policies

Training Testing
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Figure 3: Comparing the performance of various policies on the SDSC-SP2 trace. w* represents the optimal
policy for every week. w*train is the optimal policy obtained from learning on the Training weeks, and wgreedy
gives the results of testing the optimal policy of one week on the next.

In the previous Section, we showed that among all the pure evaluated policies there is no single policy
that is dominant across all weeks. SAF offers a reasonable compromise but it fails in many cases. This mo-
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tivates the need for developing a scheduling approach that adapts to the state of the system and the workload.
In this section, for the sake clarity, we limit the mixed policies vector to only three elements: xj = (qj , p̃j , waitj).
Further results involving all the six features will be presented in Section 8.

7.1 Performance of pure and mixed policies

We consider a set of 100 weeks from SDSC-SP2 and we separate them in the same way as in Section 6.
Then, for each week we:

• Simulate using the two pure policies: (1)FCFS because of its popularity (although it is not very effective
for the Average BSLD), and (2)SAF because, as observed in Section 6.1, it is the best policy.

• Generate a large number of weight vectors uniformly covering the space and pick the best vector i.e.
the one that gives the lowest scores for this week, and which we denote w*.

The results are shown in Figure 3. w* represents the average BLSD of the best weekly linear combination.
The gain of w* compared to the pure policies varies significantly. We can classify the weeks into two types.

• Weeks where there is no or a very small difference in performance between both pure and mixed
policies. The average BSLD of such weeks tends to be very close to 0. Weeks 43, 92 and 94 are good
examples of this type. Their workload is so relaxed that no optimization is required. According to
Figure 3, around half of the weeks of SDSC-SP2 belong to this type.

• Weeks where there is a difference in performance between the policies. For weeks such as 64, 73, 79,
and 100, we observe significant variation in performance and a much higher BLSD. For this type, we
also notice that w* is significantly better than all other policies. In week 73, for example, w* reduces
the average BLSD by a substantial margin, approximately 2.5 times less than SAF, the best pure
policy for that week, and 3 times less than FCFS.

Pure policies are thus far from the optimal and a carefully selected combination of features can give
substantial improvement.
However, the value for the optimal weight for each week can be quite different from the others (w*i 6=
w*j ∀i 6= j ∈ 1..100). This shows the changing nature of the workload through time and will be discussed
in details in Section 7.3.
It is interesting to note that with this method it is possible to build policies that perform better than SAF
without explicitly using the area feature a (Section 4.1).

7.2 Learning: scheduling using optimal combination learned from a previous
part of the trace.

In this section, we evaluate the generalization capacity of our approach. We investigate how the best
combination w* for a part of the trace performs on another part. We evaluate this ability by using two
different strategies.

7.2.1 Learning over a long period of time

The idea is to divide the trace into two equal parts and see how the optimal policy on the first half performs
on the second.
For this particular trace, we decided to ignore the first 28 weeks because the workload at the beginning of
the trace is rather light, hence all the tested policies perform similarly. So we consider the first 28 weeks as
non-representative of the actual workload. Then divide the 72 remaining weeks into two parts of equal sizes.
We call the first part Training and the second part Testing.

w*train = argmin
w

64∑
week=28

average_BSLDweek(w) (5)
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Policy Training Testing
w* 376.67 357.51
w∗train 682.11 778.44
SAF 691.10 721.54
SPF 706.24 787.92
wgreedy 818.71 902.55
LEXP 820.94 934.21
SQF 970.49 869.41
SEXP 1016.52 1204.73
LRF 1041.18 1134.92
SRF 1147.96 1114.46
FCFS 1180.24 1398.13
LPF 1239.79 1483.35
LQF 1702.14 2191.97
LAF 2109.84 2355.16

Table 2: Comparing the sum of the average BSLD for SDSC-SP2 for weeks: 65 to 100. The percentages
represent the gain compared to FCFS

Weeks 28 to 64 (Training): We aggregate using equation 5 and we find the weights w*train that minimizes
the sum of the weekly average BSLD over all weeks.
Weeks 65 to 100 (Testing): we evaluate w*train on the new Testing weeks.

The aggregated results are illustrated in Table 2 and the details for each week are given in Figure 3.
Training: w*train, the learned policy, slightly outperforms SAF in general. But if we look at individual

weeks we see that SAF still has a lower BSLD sometimes over the training period(e.g. 34 and 52).
Testing: Table 2 show that w*train performs quite well compared to other policies. But it is still surpris-

ingly equivalent and even outperformed by SAF.
Figure 3 shows the performance of both individual weeks. SAF is better for some weeks (namely 68, 81, and
82) but w*train is better for others like (e.g 73,79, 85). Sometimes both policies give similar results.

Although Training and Testing do not particularly appear as different, The optimal weights for Training
are not optimal for Testing : there is no one size fits all strategy.
By comparing w* (see Section 7.1) and w*train in Figure 3, we observe that w*train is far from the best
possible vector even for the weeks used for Training.

7.2.2 Learning over a short period of time

We investigate if the policy learned from one week can be effective on the next by evaluating the vector
learned from week i (w*i) on the next week i+ 1.

In Figure 3, the policy wgreedy represents the results of simulating the workload of one week using the
optimal policy from the previous week. There are unfortunately no patterns to distinguish. The vectors
learned from the previous week seem to evolve and perform in a chaotic manner. Sometimes they perform
better than SAF (weeks 56, 83, and 89), sometimes worse (weeks 20 and 55), and sometimes on par with
SAF.
Using the policy learned from the previous week does not lead to good performance at all. We hypothesize
that the structure of the workload (the jobs submitted) changes substantially from one week to the next.
Thus, online-learning the optimal weights may be very difficult.

7.3 Exploring the search space

In this section, we explain why there is no single vector of weights that is optimal for all cases. We visualize
the search space and observe the position of the optimum for different weeks.
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(a) week 70 (b) week 71

(c) week 72 (d) week 73

Figure 4: Visualization of the search space for 4 consecutive weeks 70, 71,72, and 73. The two diagonal
axis represent p̃ and wait. The lighter the area is, the better the performance (lower average BSLD). The
optimal area change from one week to the next. The red dot (in the lightest area) represents the minimal
value.

Figure 4 is a 2D representation of the search space for 4 consecutive weeks of the SDSC-SP2 trace. Each
week is represented by two figures: the left figure displays the weekly average BLSD where q ≤ 0 and the
right figure, where q ≥ 0. The ↖ and ↗ axes respectively represent the weights of p̃ and wait. The optimal
combination always lies in the lightest area and is represented by a red dot.

The coordinates of the optimal point change drastically from one week to another. Using the optimal
point of week 72 to schedule week 73 give poor results because the optimal point in 72 lies in an area that
has a very high slowdown in week 73. This explains why the short period learning failed.
Furthermore, with the exception of general similarities like the half where q ≥ 0 have a lower BSLD than
q ≤ 0, we also observe that the position, shape, and even the size of the optimal area changes radically from
one week to the next. This explains why online learning seems compromised without further information.

8 Increasing the size of the search space: using more jobs charac-
teristics

In this section, we investigate the impact of using all six job characteristics on performance. Indeed, the
experiments in all the previous sections were done with only the three basic job characteristics: p,q, and
wait. In this Section we extend the search space to include the three other characteristics introduced in
Section 4.1 which are a,r,exp.

8.1 Black-box optimizers: a quick way to find the optimal

8.1.1 Algorithm

During the previous Section, finding the weekly optimal mixed policy was done using a uniformly “exhaus-
tive” search. We made a fine discretization of the whole search space and we selected the weight vector w*
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Figure 5: Comparing average BSLD of the vectors of the 3 original features (xnes3) with the extended vector
of 6 features (xnes6) and the minimum we obtain from space coverage(w*3)

that provides the lowest average BLSD. Performing an exhaustive space search becomes costly very fast
because the size of the search space grows exponentially with the number of job characteristics we include
in the linear combination. Thus another method to find the minimum is required.

Our goal is to find a combination of weights w* that minimize equation (4) while enforcing the constraint
||w||1 = 1. This can easily be done by optimizing the following objective function:

n∑
j=1

F (score(w, xj)) + λ

(
||w||1 +

1

||w||1

)
(6)

Function F has a priori no particular properties. Furthermore, we have seen in Section 7.3 that the search
space is not convex and it may exhibit several local minima.

This greatly limits our choice of optimization algorithms. A study of the existing literature [17] led us to
conclude that stochastic randomized search methods fit our problem well. So we opted for the evolutionary
algorithm family due to its success in other fields. More precisely we use eXponential Natural Evolutionary
Strategy (XNES) [18], which uses the natural gradient to update the search distribution (the weight vector
w) in the direction of the highest expected fitness.

8.1.2 Performance

For each week we apply the XNES algorithm to obtain a solution of Equation (6) for a vector of dimension
3 (xnes3 ) and a vector of dimension 6 (xnes6 ) and we compare the results with the minimum obtained from
the space coverage which we call w*3 (corresponds to the w* used in Section7.1). Figure 5 illustrates the
results.
For most weeks xnes3 and w*3 give the same result. For few other weeks, xnes3 managed to slightly
outperform w*3. This is due to the method used to cover the search space: Each dimension of the vector
gets 100 point distributed uniformly over [-1,1]. XNES does not have that constraint, hence it can produce
policies that are more “refined”. The differences in performance are minor which indicate that XNES managed
to find a vector that is the actual or at least very close to the optimum every time. Thus XNES can be
considered as a viable option to find an optimal vector.

The BSLD of xnes3 and xnes6 are not very different from each other. For most of the weeks, both vectors
perform equally. In some rare cases (weeks 86 for example), xnes3 gives a slightly better performance than
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xnes6 but the difference is marginal (XNES converged to a local optimum instead of the global optimum in
the case of 6). On average xnes6 is better than xnes3 but not by a larger margin.

Increasing the size of the search space by adding job characteristics improves the results by a very small
margin.

9 Using other traces:
We reproduce all the Figures in the main article for the other three traces: SDSC-BLUE, CTC-SP2, KTH-
SP2. We use the same experimental setting as the main article (same threshold, same granularity, same
parameters of the optimization algorithm).
Here we give general observations that are shared by all the traces. For each trace, we dedicate a notebook
that contains all the details.
observations:

• Pure Policies: The scale of the platform and the workload both change greatly between traces but
we can observe that the general order of the pure policies is the same. As observed SAF is still the
dominant followed by SPF and LEXP.

• Mixed policies: The optimal value w* that can be achieved by the Mixed policies is still far better
than any of the pure policies.

• Learning the optimal combination for one part of the trace (aggregation of half of the used weeks in
this case) gives a good policy that is comparable to SAF in terms of performance. We can see this in
the various notebook by looking at the performance of w_train. For the testing half, w_train is
either the best or the second best for all the traces.

9.1 SDSC-BLUE
:

9.2 CTC-SP2

9.3 KTH-SP2
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Figure 6: SDSC-BLUE: Comparing SAF, the best pure policy on average, with the best pure policy for
every week.
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Figure 7: SDSC-BLUE: Comparing the performance of various policies. w* present the optimal policy for
every week. w_train* is the optimal policy obtained from learning on the training weeks, and w_greedy
is the results of testing the optimal policies of one week on the next.
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Figure 8: SDSC-BLUE:Comparing average BSLD of the vectors of the 3 original features (xnes3) with the
extended vector of 6 features (xnes6)RR n° 9212
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Figure 9: CTC-SP2: comparing SAF, the best pure policy on average, with the best pure policy for every
week.
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Figure 10: CTC-SP2: comparing the performance of various policies on the CTC-SP2 trace. w* present
the optimal policy for every week. w_train* is the optimal policy obtained from learning on the training
weeks, and w_greedy is the results of testing the optimal policies of one week on the next.
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Figure 11: CTC-SP2: comparing average BSLD of the vectors of the 3 original features (xnes3) with the
extended vector of 6 features (xnes6) Inria
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Figure 12: KTH-SP2: comparing SAF, the best pure policy on average, with the best pure policy for every
week.
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Figure 13: KTH-SP2: comparing the performance of various policies. w* present the optimal policy for
every week. w_train* is the optimal policy obtained from learning on the training weeks, and w_greedy
is the results of testing the optimal policies of one week on the next.
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Figure 14: KTH-SP2: comparing average BSLD of the vectors of the 3 original features (xnes3) with the
extended vector of 6 features (xnes6)RR n° 9212
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policy No threshold 2.31 days 20 hours
SAF 1461.39 1585.53 2395.29
SPF 1467.70 1689.55 2447.58
LCFS 1739.24 1940.71 2471.02
LEXP 1936.93 1955.04 2496.97
SQF 1988.62 2082.25 2579.47
SRF 2426.40 2475.90 2818.35
SEXP 2519.32 2484.96 2864.63
LRF 2726.74 2517.65 2875.95
FCFS 2864.63 2864.63 2879.22
LPF 3277.66 3020.96 3064.14
LQF 4188.31 4159.97 3346.24
LAF 5322.73 4811.85 3525.13

Table 3: Comparing thresholding values for SDSC-SP2

10 Starvation/thresholding

We test three thresholding configurations. First, we consider the case where there is no threshold. The jobs
wait as much as the selected index policy demands. Second, we consider a low thresholding value (20 hours)
and finally, we test the value that is used for the rest of our research (2.31 days). Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 show
the aggregated results.

removing the threshold When we remove the threshold altogether the tested policies become more
effective. The ordering set by the policies is not perturbed by the thresholding mechanism. For that reason,
we notice a bigger difference in the performance of various policies.

choosing a tighter threshold: 20 hours When we select a low threshold, we notice all that the values of
the average BSLD get closer to FCFS e. this is because the waiting time of a high number of jobs surpassed
the threshold. The thresholded jobs are scheduled using the FCFS rule.
Table 7. Show the longest jobs in the SDSC-SP2 trace. their runtime is clear much longer than 20h =
72000s. Where using a policy that prioritizes shorter/smaller jobs the waiting time of such jobs are almost
guaranteed to surpass the threshold.

In this work, we treat thresholding as a contingency mechanism and it should only be used in extreme
cases. So we set it to be 2,31 days (200000 seconds).
Choosing the right thresholding value is important. It is a compromise between giving the scheduling policy
the freedom to order the jobs as it wills, and preventing the waiting time of low priority jobs from becoming
too long.
We do not go into too much detail on how to fix a thresholding value but deeper and a more elaborate study
on how to choose the proper thresholding value is available in [2].

11 changing the granularity: Using months

Instead of using weeks we use months. We find the best achievable value for each month w*, and we train
on the first 10 months to get w*train, then we test it on the second half.
Figure 15 illustrates the results. w*, optimal mixed policies, still outperform all other policies by a large
margin. w*train and SAF are still comparable to each other.
As far as we can observe changing the granularity does not change the results.
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policy No threshold 2.31 days 20 hours
SAF 302.73 311.83 344.51
SPF 329.95 328.88 350.36
LEXP 384.27 383.99 396.27
LCFS 388.40 392.03 407.91
SQF 395.27 401.76 416.65
SRF 409.12 418.78 431.64
SEXP 468.82 473.94 465.08
FCFS 487.37 487.37 487.37
LQF 494.14 493.77 508.77
LRF 522.95 526.12 514.99
LPF 566.17 554.11 563.42
LAF 582.87 578.66 563.43

Table 4: Comparing thresholding values for SDSC-BLUE

policy No threshold 2.31 days 20 hours
SAF 501.16 507.76 632.93
SPF 554.63 571.57 638.55
LEXP 568.07 573.80 651.27
SRF 600.80 590.25 651.45
LCFS 679.75 692.97 768.40
SQF 772.55 775.86 784.52
LQF 797.87 796.77 786.36
FCFS 850.16 850.16 850.16
SEXP 882.39 886.61 889.64
LRF 1001.39 961.17 917.95
LPF 1066.83 1023.84 963.46
LAF 1076.52 1026.10 976.46

Table 5: Comparing thresholding values for KTH-SP2

policy No threshold 2.31 days 20 hours
SAF 190.95 191.24 219.51
SQF 238.50 235.10 248.85
SPF 254.26 251.65 251.64
LEXP 273.20 273.20 252.27
LCFS 276.91 277.79 273.96
SRF 281.82 280.94 283.89
SEXP 330.40 325.02 292.36
LQF 346.15 346.27 292.84
LPF 356.77 357.75 313.92
FCFS 357.75 358.56 341.83
LRF 366.45 370.98 357.75
LAF 466.47 466.42 386.57

Table 6: Comparing thresholding values for CTC-SP2
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(a) SDSC-SP2

(b) SDSC-BLUE

(c) CTC-SP2

(d) KTH-SP2

Figure 15: Comparing the performance on mixed and pure policies on the scale of month
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job_ID submit_time run_time number_processors
28663 14837924 510209 9
28664 14837963 508420 16
8040 7660725 474510 6
25891 13785409 452520 60
9036 8427638 227033 64
31620 17005431 162564 4
31623 17005453 162536 32
17 577685 118561 5
14408 12186754 114369 8
34441 19458401 112013 64

Table 7: The jobs in SDSC-SP2 with the highest run_time that make the 20h threshold unreasonable

12 Conclusion

Scheduling parallel jobs in a real HPC supercomputer is a complex task plagued with many uncertainties.
Determining an efficient scheduling strategy is difficult due to the volatile nature of the workload. The main
result of this work was to optimize the EASY-Backfilling algorithm by reordering the primary queue using
policies learned from historical data.
More precisely, we first showed that SAF (Smallest estimated Area First) performs overall better than more
popular policies FCFS and SPF. Then, we looked at the scheduling problem from a new perspective by
studying a larger class of heuristics obtained from mixed policies that enable us to move from a discrete to a
continuous search space. We combined several characteristics extracted from the jobs in a linear expression
and we determined the best weight for each characteristic.
We showed moreover that pure policies are far from the optimal and that important gains can be obtained
by using mixed policies. For some weeks in the simulation, we obtained results that are up to 3 times better
than the best pure policy. Unfortunately, we observed that the structure of the workload changes too much
over time and that whenever a policy performs well on a part of a trace, it does not mean necessarily that
it will be efficient on another part of the trace.

Using historical data to predict good scheduling policies for future jobs is not a straightforward task.
We observed that the workload itself changes drastically from one time period to the next. We have yet to
identify any meaningful pattern to these changes, which raises the question of whether it is possible to apply
machine learning on real execution logs or not.
Choosing a proper metric to evaluate the performance of a policy in an online scheduling context is also an
interesting (but hard) task. In particular, the average BSLD may be enriched since it does not consider the
required resource into consideration.
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